The problem of network function computation over a directed acyclic network is investigated in this paper. In such a network, a sink node desires to compute with zero error a target function, of which the inputs are generated at multiple source nodes. The edges in the network are assumed to be errorfree and have limited capacity. The nodes in the network are assumed to have unbounded computing capability and be able to perform network coding. The computing rate of a network code that can compute the target function over the network is the average number of times that the target function is computed with zero error for one use of the network. In this paper, we obtain an improved upper bound on the computing capacity, which is applicable to arbitrary target functions and arbitrary network topologies. This improved upper bound not only is an enhancement of the previous upper bounds but also is the first tight upper bound on the computing capacity for computing an arithmetic sum over a certain non-tree network, which has been widely studied in the literature. We also introduce a multi-dimensional array approach that facilitates evaluation of the improved upper bound. Furthermore, we apply this bound to the problem of computing a vector-linear function over a network. With this bound, we are not only able to enhance a previous result on computing a vector-linear function over a network but also simplify the proof significantly. Finally, we prove that for computing the binary maximum function over the reverse butterfly network, our improved upper bound is not Manuscript achievable. This result establishes that in general our improved upper bound is non-achievable, but whether it is asymptotically achievable or not remains open.
I N THIS paper, we consider the problem of function computation over a directed acyclic communication network, called network function computation. A general setup of the problem can be as follows. A directed acyclic graph is used to model a communication network, where the edges model the communication links (noiseless or noisy) with capacity constraints and the nodes are assumed to have unlimited computing capability and infinite storage. In such a network, a set of nodes, referred to as the source nodes, generate possibly correlated messages, while another set of nodes, referred to as the sink nodes, are required to compute possibly different functions of the source messages with fidelity constraints. In particular, the network transmission problem, where the sink nodes are required to reconstruct certain subsets of the source messages, is a special case of network function computation with the sink nodes computing the corresponding identity functions.
The straightforward approach to network function computation is to transmit the required source messages to the sink nodes over the network and then compute the desired functions at the sink nodes. Instead of first transmitting the source messages to the sink nodes, network function computation can in general be done more efficiently in a distributed manner by means of network coding [1] . In recent years, network function computation has received considerable attention due to its important applications in sensor networks [2] , [3] , Big Data processing [4] , Internet of Things (IoT) [5] , machine learning [5] , etc.
A. Related Works
From the information theoretic point of view, 1 we are interested in the achievable rate region for the sink nodes to reliably compute their desired functions over the network. However, the problem with the general setup described in the foregoing is very difficult, because it encompasses various topics in information theory, including multi-terminal source coding, multi-terminal channel coding, network coding, separation of these three types of coding, etc. There are well-known open problems in each of these topics. We refer the reader to the comprehensive book by El Gamal and Kim [9] . The overwhelming complexity and difficulty of network function computation necessitate the consideration of different simplifications of the setup in order to be able to make progress.
One simplification is to consider the problem under the setting that the messages generated by the source nodes are correlated but the network topology is very simple. This line of research can be traced back to Shannon's seminal works in which the transmission of a source message over a point-topoint channel was discussed. These include the classical source coding theorem [10] , channel coding theorem [10] , separation of source coding and channel coding [10] , and rate-distortion theorem [11] (see also [12] ). Witsenhausen [13] considered the source coding problem with side information at the decoder. In this model, the encoder compresses a source variable X. The decoder, in addition to receiving the output of the encoder, also observes a source variable Y which is correlated with X. The decoder is required to reconstruct X with zero error. Orlitsky and Roche [14] generalized Witsenhausen's model by requiring the decoder to compute an arbitrary function of X and Y .
Multi-terminal source coding was launched by Slepian and Wolf [15] , in which the following model was considered. Two correlated sources are compressed separately by two encoders. The decoder, which receives the output of both encoders, is required to reconstruct the two sources almost perfectly. Building on the Slepian-Wolf model, Körner and Marton [16] investigated the computation of the modulo 2 sum of two correlated binary sources. To our knowledge, the Körner-Marton problem was the first non-identity function computation problem over a network. Doshi et al. [17] generalized the Körner-Marton model by requiring the decoder to compute an arbitrary function of two correlated sources. More recently, Feizi and Médard [18] investigated the computation of an arbitrary function of multiple correlated sources over a tree network. In such a network, the leaf nodes are the source nodes where correlated sources are generated, and the root node is the unique sink node where an arbitrary function of the sources is computed.
Another simplification is to consider network function computation under the setting that the messages generated by all the source nodes are mutually independent but the network topology can be general (an arbitrary directed network). Under this setting, when the sink nodes are required to reconstruct different subsets of the source messages, the network function computation problem degenerates to network coding [1] , [19] , [20] (see also [21] , [22] ). For single-source network coding, i.e., the message generated by the single source node is required to be transmitted to every sink node, the capacity is completely characterized by a max-flow min-cut bound theorem [1] , and linear network coding is sufficient to achieve the capacity [19] , [20] . For multi-source network coding, i.e., the source nodes generate mutually independent messages and each one of them is multicast to a certain subset of the sink nodes, the capacity region can only be characterized implicitly in terms of achievable entropy functions when the network is acyclic [23] . More explicit characterizations of the capacity region for some special cases can be found in [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] .
To our knowledge, the first non-identity function computation problem over a directed acyclic network is the following so-called sum-network problem [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] . In a directed acyclic network, the multiple sink nodes are required to compute an algebraic sum of the messages observed by all the source nodes over a finite field (e.g., the foregoing modulo 2 sum is an algebraic sum over the finite field F 2 ). When there exists only one sink node, linear network coding achieves the computing capacity [33] . Ramamoorthy [34] first introduced this problem and proved that if the number of source nodes and the number of sink nodes are at most 2, all the sink nodes can compute the algebraic sum of the source messages with zero error by using scalar linear network coding if and only if there exists a directed path for every pair of source and sink nodes. Subsequently, Ramamoorthy and Langberg [35] proved that if there are 3 source nodes and 3 sink nodes in the network, the existence of a single path for every pair of source and sink nodes is in general not sufficient for computing the algebraic sum of the source messages by using the network only once. 2 Instead, it is sufficient if every pair of source and sink nodes can be connected by 2 edge-disjoint paths. 3 However, Rai and Das [38] showed by a counterexample that even this condition is not always sufficient if there are 7 source nodes and 7 sink nodes in the network. Tripathy and Ramamoorthy [39] further showed that the computation capacity of sumnetworks depends on the characteristic of the finite field over which the sum is required to be computed.
In [40] [41] [42] [43] , the following network function computation model was considered. In a directed acyclic network, the single sink node is required to compute with zero error a function of the source messages separately observed by multiple source nodes. The network topology and the function are arbitrary. Appuswamy et al. [40] investigated the fundamental computing capacity, i.e., the maximum average number of times that the function can be computed with zero error for one use of the network, and gave a cut-set based upper bound that is valid under certain constraints on either the network topology or the target function. Huang et al. [43] obtained an enhancement of Appuswamy et al.'s upper bound that can be applied for arbitrary functions and arbitrary network topologies. Specifically, for the case of computing an arbitrary function of the source messages over a multi-edge tree network and the case of computing the identity function or the algebraic sum function of the source messages over an arbitrary network topology, the above two upper bounds coincide and are tight (see [40] and [43] ). However, both of these bounds are in general quite loose. Building on this model, Appuswamy et al. [41] introduced the notions of routing, linear, and nonlinear computing capacities that respectively correspond to performing routing operations, linear network coding and nonlinear network coding at the nodes, and then compared the three different computing capacities. Recently, Appuswamy and Franceschetti [42] investigated the solvability (rate-1 achievable) of linear network codes when the single sink node is required to compute a vector-linear function of the source messages over a directed acyclic network.
B. Contributions and Organization of the Paper
In this paper, we consider the network function computation model discussed in [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] . To be specific, in a directed acyclic network, a single sink node is required to compute with zero error a function, called the target function, of which the arguments are the source messages generated by the multiple source nodes. The edges in the network are assumed to be error-free and have limited (unit) capacity. The nodes in the network are assumed to have unlimited computing capability and perform network coding, i.e., each node can encode the messages it receives or generates and then transmit the output of the encoding function. From the information-theoretic point of view, we are interested in the fundamental computing capacity, which is the average number of times that the target function can be computed with zero error for one use of the network.
One main contribution of this work is an improved upper bound on the computing capacity, which is applicable to arbitrary target functions and arbitrary network topologies. Our improved upper bound not only is an enhancement of the previous upper bounds (cf. [40] , [43] ), but also is the first tight upper bound on the computing capacity for computing an arithmetic sum over a certain "non-tree" network (cf. Example 1 in Section II of the current paper). 4 An important application of our improved upper bound is in computing a vector-linear function of the source messages over an arbitrary directed acyclic network, which has been considered by Appuswamy and Franceschetti [42] . One of the main results in [42] is that the min-cut condition (cf. [42] or Section III-C of the current paper), inherited from network coding, is not always sufficient for computing a vector-linear function over a network by using any rate-1 linear network code. The proof of this result in [42] is rather complicated and relies on the use of some advanced algebraic tools. In contrast, by applying our improved upper bound, we can provide a simple proof of the stronger result that the min-cut condition is not always sufficient to compute a vector-linear function over a network by using any rate-1 network code (linear or nonlinear).
For all previously considered network function computation problems whose computing capacities are known, our improved upper bound is achievable if the computing capacity is rational, or is asymptotically achievable if the computing capacity is irrational. Another main contribution of this work is to prove that for computing the binary maximum function over the "reverse butterfly network", our improved upper bound is not achievable. Here, a novel network splitting approach is used to prove this result and the proof is highly nontrivial.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we formally present the network function computation model considered throughout the paper and the existing upper bounds on the computing capacity, and then give an example that suggests how the existing upper bounds can be improved. The improved upper bound is stated in Section III, followed by two discussions. The first is about evaluating the improved upper bound by using multi-dimensional arrays. The second is an application of the improved upper bound to enhance a result in [42] on computing a vector-linear function over a network, as discussed in the foregoing. Section IV is devoted to the proof of the improved upper bound. We show in Section V that the improved upper bound for computing the binary maximum function over the reverse butterfly network is not achievable. In Section VI, we conclude with a summary of our results and a remark on future research.
II. MODEL AND PRELIMINARIES

A. Network Function Computation Model
Let G = (V, E) be a directed acyclic graph with a finite vertex set V and an edge set E, where multiple edges are allowed between two nodes. A network over G is denoted by N = (G, S, ρ), where S ⊂ V is the set of source nodes, say S = {σ 1 , σ 2 , · · · , σ s } with |S| = s, and ρ ∈ V\S is the single sink node. The tail and the head of an edge e are denoted by tail(e) and head(e), respectively. Moreover, for each node u ∈ V, let E i (u) = {e ∈ E : head(e) = u} and E o (u) = {e ∈ E : tail(e) = u}, both of which are the set of incoming edges and the set of outgoing edges of u, respectively. Without loss of generality, we assume that every source node has no incoming edges, because otherwise we can introduce a new source node and install a directed edge from the new source node to the original source node which is now regarded as a non-source node. We further assume that there exists a directed path from every node u ∈ V \ {ρ} to ρ in G. Then it follows from the acyclicity of G that the sink node ρ has no outgoing edges. Let B be a finite alphabet, and we assume that a symbol in B can be transmitted on each edge reliably for each use.
Let A and O be finite alphabets, and f : A s → O be the target function. For the target function f , the i th argument is generated at the i th source node σ i and all outputs of the function are demanded by the sink node ρ. We will compute f over the network N by using the network multiple times. Computation units with unbounded computing capability are available at all nodes in the network. However, the computing capability of the whole network is constrained by the network transmission capability.
Assume that the i th source node σ i generates k symbols in A, denoted by x i = (x i,1 , x i,2 , · · · , x i,k ) , which is called the source vector generated by σ i . The symbols generated by all the source nodes constitute the source matrix
be the k outputs of the target function f corresponding to the k inputs of the source nodes. For any subset J ⊆ S, we let x J = ( x i : σ i ∈ J ) and use A k×J (instead of A k×|J | for simplicity) to denote the set of all possible k × |J | matrices taken by x J . In particular, for k = 1, we omit the symbol " · " for notational simplicity, e.g., x J ∈ A J . Moreover, whenever we write x J as x J , we implicitly assume that k = 1. Throughout this paper, we adopt the convention that A 0 is the singleton that contains an empty vector of dimension 0 taking value in A. As such, for J = ∅, we have A J = A |J | = A 0 . It also follows that for J = ∅,
For two positive integers k and n, a (k, n) (functioncomputing) network code over the network N with the target function f is defined as follows. Let x S ∈ A k×S be the source matrix generated by all the source nodes. The purpose of such a network code is to compute f ( x S ) by transmitting at most n symbols in B on each edge in E, i.e., using the network at most n times. A (k, n) (function-computing) network code consists of a local encoding function θ e for each edge e, where θ e :
With the encoding mechanism as described, the local encoding functions θ e , e ∈ E derive recursively the symbols transmitted over all edges e, denoted by g e ( x S ), which can be considered as vectors in B n . Specifically, if e is an outgoing edge of the i th source node σ i , then
if e is an outgoing edge of some non-source node u in V, then
Similar to the classical network codes (see [21] , [22] ), for each edge e, we call g e the global encoding function for e. For an edge set E ⊂ E, we let
Furthermore, the (k, n) network code consists of a decoding function ϕ : which is evidently closed and bounded. The computing capacity of the network N with respect to the target function f is defined as
Without loss of generality, we assume throughout the paper that A = B, so that k n log |B| |A| in the above is simplified to k/n. Although the definition of the computing capacity C(N , f ) here is a little different from the one used in [40] and [43] , i.e., sup k/n : k/n is achievable , it is easy to see that they are equivalent. Our definition has the advantage that it is more consistent with the usual concept of rate region in information theory problems. In this paper we are interested in general upper bounds on C(N , f ), where "general" means that the upper bounds are applicable to arbitrary network N and arbitrary function f .
B. Existing Upper Bounds
Let us first discuss a simple upper bound. For two nodes u and v in V, if there exists a directed path from u to v in G, denote this relation by u → v. If there exists no such directed path from u to v, we say that u is separated from v. Given a set of edges C ⊆ E, define I C as the set of the source nodes that are separated from the sink node ρ if C is deleted from E, i.e.,
Equivalently, I C is the set of source nodes from which all directed paths to the sink node ρ pass through C. For two cut sets C 1 and C 2 in (N ), it is clear that I C i ⊆ I C 1 ∪ C 2 , i = 1, 2. Thus,
However, I C 1 ∪ I C 2 = I C 1 ∪ C 2 in general. As an illustration, we consider the network in Fig. 1 to be discussed in Example 1. We let C 1 = {e 5 } and C 2 = {e 6 } be two cut sets. Then it is easily seen that I C 1 = {σ 1 } and I C 2 = {σ 3 } but
An edge set C is said to be a cut set if I C = ∅, and let (N ) be the family of all cut sets in the network N , i.e.,
In particular, we say a cut set C with I C = S as a global cut set.
A (k, n) network code that can compute f has to distinguish all images in f (A s ) on every global cut set C. We elaborate this as follows. Let g e : e ∈ E be the set of all global encoding functions of a given (k, n) network code. By the acyclicity of G, since C is a global cut set,
, a contradiction to the assumption that this (k, n) network code can compute f over N . Hence, the following inequality is satisfied:
This implies the following upper bound (also see [43, Proposition 2]):
In [40] , Appuswamy et al. gave a proof of an enhanced upper bound by considering an equivalence relation defined on the input vectors of the target function f with respect to the cut sets. However, it was subsequently pointed out by Huang et al. [43] that the proof in [40] is incorrect and in fact the claimed upper bound is valid only for either arbitrary target functions but special network topologies or arbitrary network topologies but special target functions. Instead, they fixed the upper bound in [40] by modifying the equivalence relation considered in [40] . However, it was pointed out in [43] that this enhanced upper bound is not tight for an example first studied in [40] . A main contribution of this work is a further enhanced upper bound that is tight for this example. These will be discussed in detail in the rest of the paper.
Next, we review the upper bound obtained in [43] . Define a set K C for a cut set C ∈ (N ) as
Recall that u → ρ for all u ∈ V \{ρ}. In particular, tail(e) → ρ for all e ∈ C. Then we can easily see that K C is the set of source nodes from which there exists a directed path to the sink node ρ that passes through C. Evidently, I C ⊆ K C . Further, let J C = K C \I C , and hence K C = I C ∪ J C and I C ∩ J C = ∅.
Note that once C is given, K C , I C and J C are determined. For notational convenience in the rest of the paper, we suppose that the argument of the target function f with subscript i always stands for the symbol generated by the i th source node σ i , so that we can ignore the order of the arguments of f . For example, let S = {σ 1 , σ 2 , σ 3 , σ 4 }, I = {σ 2 , σ 4 }, and J = {σ 1 , σ 3 } (clearly, S = I ∪ J and I ∩ J = ∅). Then we regard f (x I , x J ) and f (x J , x I ) as being the same as f (x S ), i.e.,
This abuse of notation should cause no ambiguity and would greatly simplify the notation. 
We remark that Definition 1 depends only on the target function f but not on the network N . It is easily seen that the above relation is an equivalence relation. Now, we consider a fixed cut set C ∈ (N ) and let I and J in Definition 1 be I C and J C , respectively (evidently, I ∩ J = ∅ by definition). Fix a J ∈ A k×J . Then the (I, a J )-equivalence relation induces a partition of A k×I and the blocks in the partition are called (I, a J )-equivalence classes.
Let g e : e ∈ E be the set of all global encoding functions of a given (k, n) network code that can compute f over N . Then this network code has to distinguish all the (I, a J )-equivalence classes on the cut set C. Intuitively, for any two source matrices b I and b I in A k×I that are not (I, a J )-equivalent, it is necessary that
This can be formally proved as follows. First, since no directed path exist from any source node in S \ (I ∪ J ) to any node in {tail(e) : e ∈ C}, the input symbols x S\(I ∪J ) do not contribute to the values of g C = (g e : e ∈ C). Hence, we write
and the network code can compute f , (6) implies that
Together with K C = I ∪ J and K D = S \ I , we have
By comparing the ordered pairs on the left and right above, we obtain (5) .
C, f denote the number of all (I, a J )-equivalence classes. Then it follows from the above discussion that
C, f , and furthermore that
In (7), for k = 1, max
C, f , and we denote it by w C, f . Together with the claim that max [43] , we obtain the upper bound therein:
When the cut set C is a global cut set, i.e., I = I C = S, we have J = J C = ∅. Then we can see that two source inputs a S and b S in
Considering the right hand side of (8), we have min C∈ (N )
. Fig. 1 . The network N has three binary sources σ 1 , σ 2 , σ 3 and one sink ρ that computes the arithmetic sum of the source messages as the target function
Hence, the upper bound in (8) is an enhancement of the one in (3) . It was shown in [43] that this bound in fact is tighter than the one in (3) and is tight for multi-edge tree networks, where a multi-edge tree network is a tree with multiple edges allowed between two adjacent nodes (see [40] and [43] ).
However, it was also demonstrated in [43] that this bound is not tight for an example that was first studied in [40] . Example 1 ([40] , [43] ): For the network function computation problem in Fig. 1 
To be specific, the right hand side of (3) is minimized by the global cut set C = {e 5 , e 6 } with cardinality 2 and | f (A s )| = 4, giving the upper bound 1. It was shown in [43] that the right hand side of (8) is minimized by the cut set C = {e 5 , e 6 }. Denote I C and J C by I and J , respectively. Evidently, I = S and J = ∅. Then, ∀ a J ∈ A J , a J is an empty vector. Thus, the (I, a J )-equivalence classes are Cl 1 = (0, 0, 0) , Cl 2 = (0, 0, 1), (0, 1, 0), (1, 0, 0) ,
and for the input vectors in the same equivalence class Cl i , 1 ≤ i ≤ 4, the function f takes the same value. 5 Hence, we have w C, f = 4 and |C|/ log |A| w C, f = 1, giving the upper bound 1.
However, it was shown in [40] that the exact computing capacity of (N , f ) is 2/(1 + log 2 3) ≈ 0.77, which is considerably smaller than 1. The proof of this computing capacity is non-trivial.
Note that the network in Fig. 1 has a very simple "non-tree" structure. Thus, this example indicates that the existing upper bounds are far from being tight for general non-tree network topologies.
We now use Example 1 to give an intuitive (but not complete) explanation why the upper bound 1 on C(N , f ) in (8) is not tight. Suppose this upper bound is tight so that the rate 1 is achievable, i.e., there exists a (k, k) network code for some positive integer k. Let us for the time being assume that k = 1, and let the set of global encoding functions be {g e i : 1 ≤ i ≤ 6}. Since this code can compute f , according to the upper bound (8) , it is necessary for it to distinguish the four (I, a J )-equivalence classes Cl 1 , Cl 2 , Cl 3 and Cl 4 at the cut set C = {e 5 , e 6 }.
However, we now show that this condition is not sufficient for the code to compute f . Suppose g C takes the same value for all the inputs in Cl 2 . Since the two inputs (0, 0, 1) and (1, 0, 0) are in Cl 2 , we have
On the other hand, by considering the input (1, 0, 1) in Cl 3 and the input (0, 0, 1) in Cl 2 , we obtain
implying that the code cannot distinguish these 2 inputs and hence cannot compute f because
Then, we see that for obtaining a network code that can compute the target function on the network, in general it is not sufficient to only distinguish the corresponding equivalence classes on a cut set (cf. Definition 1). In other words, the necessary condition that has been used to obtain (8) is not strong enough to be also sufficient, and hence the upper bound (8) is not tight. Nevertheless, based on the intuition obtained in the above discussion, we will propose a new upper bound that is applicable to arbitrary network topology and target function. This upper bound not only is an enhancement of the upper bound in (8) , but also is tight for the network function computation problem in Example 1.
III. IMPROVED UPPER BOUND
From Example 1 and the discussion immediately followed in the last section, we have seen that distinguishing the equivalence classes only on a cut set (as in Definition 1) in general is insufficient for obtaining a network code that can compute the target function on the network. In fact, different source messages in an equivalence class should be distinguished further on this cut set. We fully explore the underlying rationales behind this observation. It is shown that the source messages in an equivalence class can be further partitioned into finer equivalence classes, from which we can obtain a tighter upper bound on the computing capacity. In this section, we state our improved upper bound, followed by two discussions. One is about evaluating the improved upper bound by using multi-dimensional arrays. The other is an application of the improved upper bound that enhances a result in [42] on computing a vector-linear function over a network. The proof of our improved upper bound is deferred to Section IV.
A. The Improved Upper Bound Definition 2: Let C ∈ (N ) be a cut set and P C = C 1 , C 2 , · · · , C m be a partition of the cut set C. The partition P C is said to be a strong partition of C if the following two conditions are satisfied:
For any cut set C in (N ), the partition {C} is called the trivial strong partition of C. Definition 3: Let I and J be two disjoint subsets of S. Let I , = 1, 2, · · · , m, be m disjoint subsets of I and let L = I \ ( m =1 I ). For given a J ∈ A J and a L ∈ A L , we say that b I and b I in
It is easily seen that the above relation for every is an equivalence relation and thus partitions A I into (I , a L , a J )equivalence classes. Similar to the (I, a J )-equivalence relation, the (I , a L , a J )-equivalence relation does not depend on any cut set or the network topology.
Note that Definition 3 subsumes Definition 1 because the former reduces to the latter when m = 1 and I 1 = I (L = ∅ and a L is an empty vector), i.e., the (I 1 , a L , a J )equivalence relation becomes the (I, a J )-equivalence relation and the (I 1 , a L , a J )-equivalence classes become the (I, a J )-equivalence classes.
Fix a cut set C ∈ (N ) and let P C = {C 1 , C 2 , · · · , C m } be a strong partition of C. For notational simplicity, let I = I C , J = J C and I = I C for = 1, 2, · · · , m. By (2), m =1 I ⊆ I m =1 C = I , and accordingly we let L = I \( m =1 I ), which contains the source nodes from each of which all the paths (not necessarily edge-disjoint) to the sink node ρ pass through at least two or more cut sets in the strong partition P C of C. Then we see that {I 1 , I 2 , · · · , I m , L} forms a partition of I . For instance in Fig. 1 , we consider the cut set C = {e 5 , e 6 } and the only nontrivial (strong) partition of C is
where the two paths (e 2 , e 5 ) and (e 3 , e 6 ) from σ 2 to ρ pass through C 1 and C 2 , respectively.
We use Cl[a J ] to denote an (I, a J )-equivalence class. For = 1, 2, · · · , m, we use cl I [a L , a J ] to denote an (I , a L , a J )equivalence class, and use V [a L ,a J ] I to denote the number of the (I , a L , a J )-equivalence classes. In particular, when a L and a J are clear from the context, we write cl I and V I to simplify the notation. Now, we define the set
and state the following lemma. The proof is deferred to Section IV. Lemma 1: For any set of (I , a L , a J )-equivalence classes cl I , = 1, 2, · · · , m, all source inputs
In other words, there exists an (I, a J )-equivalence class Cl[a J ] such that
With Lemma 1, we can define a function h that maps
where we use "#{·}" to stand for the cardinality of the set.
Note that N a L , Cl[a J ] can be equal to 0. On the other hand, N Cl[a J ] is always positive, which is explained as follows. Note that Cl[a J ] is an (I, a J )-equivalence class and hence non-empty. Therefore, there exists b I in A I such that b I ∈ Cl[a J ], and we write
We continue to use the setup in Example 1 to illustrate the concepts mentioned above.
Example 2: For the network function computation problem (N , f ) depicted in Fig. 1 , consider the cut set C = {e 5 , e 6 }, and let I = I C and J = J C . Then I = S, J = ∅, and a J is an empty vector. Recall in Example 1 that all the (I, a J )equivalence classes are
Furthermore, the only nontrivial (strong) partition of C is
When σ 2 generates 0 (i.e., a L = 0), since (0, 0, 0) ∈ Cl 1 and (1, 0, 0) ∈ Cl 2 , i.e., 0 and 1 in
Here, we have simplified cl I 1 ,1 [0, a J ] to cl I 1 ,1 [0] since a J is an empty vector, so on and so forth. By symmetry, since (0, 0, 0) ∈ Cl 1 and (0, 0, 1) ∈ Cl 2 , A I 2 = {0, 1} is also partitioned into two (I 2 , a L = 0, a J )-equivalence classes
Similarly, when σ 2 generates 1 (i.e., a L = 1), A I 1 is partitioned into two (I 1 , a L = 1, a J )-equivalence classes
and A I 2 is partitioned into two (I 2 , a L = 1, a J )-equivalence classes
Next, by (9) we calculate N a L , Cl[a J ] as follows:
• for a L = 0 and Cl[a J ] = Cl 1 , Cl 2 , Cl 3 , Cl 4 , respectively,
By (10) 
Let
i.e.,
and further
Denote by n C, f the maximum of n C (P C ) over all strong partitions P C of C, i.e.,
Based on the above, we give in the following theorem our improved upper bound which is applicable to arbitrary networks and target functions. Theorem 2: Let N be a network and f be a target function. Then
The example below follows Example 2 to illustrate the computation of the upper bound in Theorem 2. We will also see that our improved upper bound is tight for the network function computation problem in Example 1.
Example 3: We continue to consider the network function computation problem (N , f ) depicted in Fig. 1 . Following Example 2, since a J is an empty vector, ∀ a J ∈ A J (note that J = ∅), it follows from (15) and (19) that
Further, since P C = {C 1 = {e 5 }, C 2 = {e 6 }} is the only nontrivial strong partition of C, it follows from (20) that n C, f = n C (P C ) = 6. By Theorem 2, we have
On the other hand, the network code designed in [40] achieves the rate 2/(1 + log 2 3). Hence, the upper bound in Theorem 2 is tight for the network function computation problem (N , f ) .
For a cut set C ∈ (N ), if we consider its trivial strong partition P C = {C}, then we have m = 1 and I 1 = I (L = ∅ and a L is an empty vector). Following the discussion in the second paragraph below Definition 3, we see from (9) that N a L , Cl[a J ] = 1, and from (10) Then the summation in (16) 
C, f and the right hand side of (18) becomes w C, f . Finally, it follows from (19) and (20) that
Hence, the upper bound in (21) is an enhancement of the one in (8) .
B. Evaluation of the Improved Upper Bound
An important step toward evaluating the upper bound (21) in Theorem 2 is to calculate the value of N a L , Cl[a J ] in (9) for a L ∈ A L and an (I, a J )-equivalence class Cl[a J ]. In this subsection, we introduce a multi-dimensional array to facilitate this calculation. For = 1, 2, · · · , m, let cl I be an (I , a L , a J )-equivalence class. By Lemma 1, (cl I 1 , cl I 2 , · · · , cl I m ) uniquely determines an (I, a J )-equivalence class Cl[a J ] through the function h, namely,
We can then define the following m-dimensional array (when m = 2, this array can be regarded as a matrix):
I are all the (I , a L , a J )equivalence classes partitioning A I for 1 ≤ ≤ m. We observe that N a L , Cl[a J ] is simply the number of the entries equal to Cl[a J ] in the array M(a L , a J ).
We continue to use the setup in Example 1 and follow Example 2 to illustrate the computation of the upper bound in Theorem 2 by using the array M(a L , a J ).
Example 4: We first recall all the (I , a L , a J )-equivalence classes for = 1, 2 and a L = 0, 1 in Example 2 (see (11)- (14)). Denote the matrices M(a L = 0, a J ) and M(a L = 1, a J ) respectively by M(0) and M(1) for simplicity. By (22) , we have , a L = 0 ⊆ Cl 1 , and so this entry is equal to Cl 1 . From (23) and (24), we see that
and further N(Cl 1 ) = 1, N(Cl 2 ) = 2, N(Cl 3 ) = 2, and N(Cl 4 ) = 1 by (10). Next, according to the same computation in Example 3, we obtain that the upper bound in Theorem 2 is equal to 2/(1 + log 2 3).
C. Computing a Linear Function over a Network
In [42] , Appuswamy and Franceschetti considered the achievability of rate 1 for computing a linear function over a network, where a linear function is defined as follows. A target function f :
where l is a positive integer; Fig. 2. The problem ( N , T ) .
where ' ' denotes matrix transposition. Without loss of generality we assume that T is full-rank over F q and has no all-zero columns. Hence, we can regard the size of T as l × s, where 1 ≤ l ≤ s. Note that if l = s, i.e., T is a full-rank matrix of size s × s, this network function computation problem reduces to a network coding problem.
Let A and B be two matrices in F l×s q . We write A ∼ B if there exists an l × l invertible matrix Q over F q and an s × s permutation matrix such that Q · A · = B. Now, we consider a special linear target function f corresponding to a matrix T ∈ F l×s q with T ∼ (I P), where I is an l × l identity matrix and at least one element of P ∈ F l×(s−l) q is zero. For this target function f , denote the columns of the matrix T by T 1 , T 2 , · · · , T s , i.e., T = (T 1 T 2 · · · T s ). Then the following so-called min-cut condition was given in [42] :
which is considered as a necessary condition of importance throughout [42] for determining the rate-1 achievability of a linear function over a network. Reference [42, Th. III.5] one of main results in [42] , showed that there always exists a network N such that, even if the min-cut condition (25) is satisfied, there does not exist a rate-1 linear network code for computing f over N , where this rate-1 linear network code is allowed to be over any extension field of F q . More specifically, we consider a linear network code over an extension field F q n of F q (n is a positive integer) and the source matrices x S ∈ F n×S q can be regarded as an s-dimensional row vector in F S q n . To prove this result, [42] restricts attention to the rate-1 achievability of the linear functionf corresponding to the matrix
over F q on the network N as shown in Fig. 2 . Further, this specific network function computation problem ( N , T ) is used as a building block to establish a general network function computation problem (N , T ). Then, it is proved that the existence of a rate-1 linear network code for computing T over N implies the existence of a rate-1 linear network code for computing T over N . Equivalently, (N , T ) is not rate-1 achievable by a linear network code provided that ( N , T ) is not rate-1 achievable by a linear network code. Hence, the key here is to prove that ( N , T ) is not rate-1 achievable by a linear network code (i.e., [42, Lemma III.4] ).
In [42] , the proof that ( N , T ) is not rate-1 achievable by a linear network code is complicated, and it relies on the use of some advanced algebraic tools. To be specific, by applying the Gröbner basis of an ideal generated by a subset of a polynomial ring over this polynomial ring itself and Hilbert's Nullstellensatz (theorem of zeros), a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a rate-1 linear network code over the algebraic closureF q of F q for computing a linear function f over the field F q on a network N is given (see [42, Th. II.4] ). Then, it was proved that the condition is not satisfied for the network function computation problem ( N , T ) .
In contrast, by applying our upper bound in Theorem 2, we can easily prove that C( N , T ) ≤ 2/3 (the upper bound on C( N , T ) in (8) is 1), and in fact C( N , T ) = 2/3 (see Example 5 below). This not only implies that no rate-1 linear network codes exist for ( N , T ) but also that no rate-1 network codes (linear or nonlinear) exist for ( N , T ), which enhances [42, Lemma III.4] . This further implies that no linear or nonlinear rate-1 network codes exist for (N , T ), as stated in the next proposition. 
Then the total number of (I, a J )-equivalence classes is q 2 . Let P C = {C 1 = {e 5 }, C 2 = {e 6 }}, the only nontrivial (strong) partition of C, and further let I 1 = I C 1 = {σ 1 }, I 2 = I C 2 = {σ 3 } and accordingly L = I \ (I 1 ∪ I 2 ) = {σ 2 }. First, fix a L = x 2 = β. Since for any two distinct elements ξ and η in F I 1 q = F q ,
every element in F q (= F I 1 q ) itself constitutes an (I 1 , a L = β, a J )-equivalence class so that the total number of (I 1 , a L = β, a J )-equivalence classes is q. Further, for any two distinct elements ξ and η in F I 2 q = F q , since γ = 0, we have This implies that every element in F q (= F I 2 q ) itself constitutes an (I 2 , a L = β, a J )-equivalence class and so the total number of (I 2 , a L = β, a J )-equivalence classes is also q.
Furthermore, note that
Therefore, from the above discussion, we obtain that for any
(cf. (9)) and consequently,
Hence,
By Theorem 2, we have
On the other hand, a trivial rate-2 3 linear network code for ( N , T ) is given in Fig. 3 . Together with (27) , we obtain C( N , T ) = 2/3.
IV. PROOF OF THEOREM 2
Consider {g e ( x S ) ∈ A n : e ∈ E}, the set of global encoding functions of a given (k, n) network code that can compute the target function f over N . Fix a cut set C ∈ (N ) and let I = I C and J = J C , respectively. Then,
Hence, for every a J ∈ A k×J , we have
We use Cl (k) [ a J ] to denote an (I, a J )-equivalence class. Since all (I, a J )-equivalence classes form a partition of A k×I , we can write the right hand side of (28) as
Applying the assertion in the second paragraph below Definition 1 that g C ( b I , a J ) = g C ( b I , a J ) for any b I , b I ∈ A k×I that are not (I, a J )-equivalent, we further obtain that
A. Partition Equivalence Relation
For the cut set C ∈ (N ), let P C = {C 1 , C 2 , · · · , C m } be a strong partition of C (cf. Definition 2). Let I = I C for = 1, 2, · · · , m and accordingly L = I \ ( m =1 I ). Now, we rewrite the sets in the summation in (30) as follows:
where (33) follows from that for each , the value of g C does not depend on b I j , 1 ≤ j ≤ m and j = . Further, for any a L ∈ A k×L , we have RHS of (34) ⊇ g C ( b I , a L , a J ), = 1, 2, · · · , m : b I ∈ A k×I , = 1, 2, · · · , m, and
Next, we give the definition of partition equivalence relation, and observe that Definition 3 is the special case with k = 1. The importance of this relation will become clear in Lemma 4.
Definition 4 (Partition Equivalence Relation): Let I and J be two disjoint subsets of S. Let I , = 1, 2, · · · , m be m disjoint subsets of I and accordingly L = I \( m =1 I ). Given a J ∈ A k×J and a L ∈ A k×L , for 1 ≤ ≤ m, we say that b I and b I in A k×I are (I , a L , a J )-equivalent if for each c I j ∈ A k×I j with 1 ≤ j ≤ m and j = ,
We remark that Definition 4 depends only on the target function f but not on the network N , and evidently, every relation above is an equivalence relation.
Lemma 4: Let {g e : e ∈ E} be the set of global encoding functions of a (k, n) network code that can compute f over N . For a cut set C in (N ) with a strong partition P C = {C 1 , C 2 , · · · , C m }, let I = I C , J = J C , and I = I C for = 1, 2, · · · , m and accordingly L = I \ ( m =1 I ). Fix a J ∈ A k×J and a L ∈ A k×L . Then for each 1 ≤ ≤ m and any two source inputs b I and b I in A k×I that are not (I , a L , a J )-equivalent, it is necessary that
Proof: See Appendix I. For = 1, 2, · · · , m, we use cl I [ a L , a J ] to denote an (I , a L , a J )-equivalence class. All (I , a L , a J )-equivalence classes form a partition of A k×I . When a L and a J are clear from the context, we write cl I [ a L , a J ] as cl (k) I to simplify notation. In the following, we give a lemma that reduces to Lemma 1 for the case k = 1.
Lemma 5: For any set of (I , a L , a J )-equivalence classes cl (k) I , = 1, 2, · · · , m, define the set cl (k)
Then all source inputs 
B. Derivation of the Improved Upper Bound
From (31) to (35) , we obtain that for every a L in A k×L ,
We now derive a lower bound on (37) as follows:
# g C ( b I , a L , a J ), = 1, 2, · · · , m : b I ∈ A k×I , = 1, 2, · · · , m, and
I , an (I , a L , a J )-equivalence class, 1 ≤ ≤ m, and cl (k)
≥ # cl (k)
I is an (I , a L , a J )-equivalence class, 1 ≤ ≤ m, and cl (k)
The proofs of the above equality (38) and inequality (39) are deferred to Appendix III. Here, we only present their intuitive explanations. The equality (38) is true since all the sets cl (k) (cf. (36) ) for the vectors cl (k)
The inequality (39) is true since the values transmitted on the cut set C must disambiguate the vectors cl (k)
I for = 1, 2, · · · , m in the set on RHS of (39) by Lemma 4, and hence must take at least as many values as the number of such vectors of (I , a L , a J )-equivalence classes for = 1, 2, · · · , m. We denote the RHS of (39) by N a L , Cl (k) [ a J ] , which is consistent with the notation N a L , Cl[a J ] in (9) for the case k = 1. We write a J = a J,1 , a J,2 , · · · , a J,k , where a J, p ∈ A J , p = 1, 2, · · · , k, are the rows of a J ∈ A k×J . Let b I and b I in A k×I be two source inputs. Similarly, we write
By Definition 1, we see that b I and b I are (I, a J )-equivalent if and only if b I, p and b I, p are (I, a J, p )-equivalent for all 1 ≤ p ≤ k. Thus, every (I, a J )-equivalence class corresponds to a set of (I, a J, p )-equivalence classes, p = 1, 2, · · · , k. On the other hand, every set of (I, a J, p )-equivalence classes, p = 1, 2, · · · , k, also corresponds to an (I, a J )-equivalence class. For an (I, a J )-equivalence class Cl (k) [ a J ], denote the corresponding set of (I, a J, p )-equivalence classes by Cl p [a J, p ], p = 1, 2, · · · , k .
Next, we consider the (I , a L , a J )-equivalence relation, 1 ≤ ≤ m, and obtain a similar result. To be specific, we also write a L = a L ,1 , a L ,2 , · · · , a L ,k with a L , p ∈ A L , p = 1, 2, · · · , k being the rows of a L ∈ A k×L , and consider two source I , denote the corresponding set of (I , a L , p , a J, p )-equivalence classes by cl I , p , p = 1, 2, · · · , k . We now consider (I , a L , a J )-equivalence classes cl (k) I , 1 ≤ ≤ m. Based on the above arguments, we obtain that cl (k)
if and only if
Hence, this implies that
Considering all a L in A k×L and by combining (37)-(39) with (40), we have
= max
where (45) follows from the definition in (10) . We now combine (29) , (30) , and (41) 
For the strong partition P C = {C 1 , C 2 , · · · , C m } of the cut set C, recall from (19) and (20) , the definitions of n C (P C ) and n C, f , respectively. Since the inequality (49) is valid for all strong partitions P C of C, we have
Finally, considering all cut sets C ∈ (N ), we obtain by (50) that
Therefore, we have proved Theorem 2.
V. A NONTRIVIAL EXAMPLE
In the last section, we have proved an improved upper bound in Theorem 2 on network function computing capacity. For all previously considered network function computation problems whose computing capacities are known, our improved upper bound is achievable if the computing capacity is rational, or is asymptotically achievable if the computing capacity is irrational, e.g., arbitrary target functions over a multi-edge tree network, the identity function or algebraic sum function over an arbitrary network topology, and the problem previously considered in [40] and [43] (see Fig. 1 and Example 4). Nevertheless, in this section we prove that our improved upper bound is not necessarily achievable even when its value is rational. The result is stated in the following theorem, whose proof is highly nontrivial. This is the first example showing the non-achievability of the improved upper bound when its value is rational.
Theorem 6: For the computation problem of the binary maximum function f = max over the reverse butterfly network N (depicted in Fig. 4) , the upper bound in Theorem 2 on the computing capacity C(N , f = max) is not achievable, i.e., for any (k, n) network code that can compute f = max over N , the rate k n < min
We first show that the upper bound in Theorem 2 for this computation problem (N , f ) is equal to 2, i.e., 
To see this, we first claim the following for an arbitrary network function computation problem (N , f ) , of which the proof is deferred to Appendix IV: Now, let us return to the proof of (52) for the network computation problem (N , f ) in Theorem 6 by considering the following two cases: Case 1: A cut set C ∈ (N ) has a nontrivial strong partition.
Let P C = {C 1 , C 2 , · · · , C m } be a nontrivial strong partition of C. Clearly, m ≥ 2. Since P C is a strong partition (see Definition 2), we have I C = ∅, ∀ 1 ≤ ≤ m and I C i ∩ I C j = ∅, ∀ 1 ≤ i, j ≤ m and i = j . Together with m =1 I C ⊆ I C ⊆ S, we obtain that
which implies m = 2, i.e., P C is a two-partition given by {C 1 , C 2 }, and |I C 1 | = |I C 2 | = 1.
We first prove that |C| ≥ 4. It is readily seen from the network N that the minimum cut capacity between σ i and ρ is equal to 2, i = 1, 2. Then, for any cut set C i such that I C i = {σ i }, we have |C i | ≥ 2, i = 1, 2. This implies that |C| = |C 1 | + |C 2 | ≥ 2 + 2 = 4 (e.g., C = {e 1 , e 2 , e 3 , e 4 } has a unique nontrivial strong partition P C = C 1 = {e 1 , e 2 }, C 2 = {e 3 , e 4 } with I C 1 = {σ 1 } and I C 2 = {σ 2 }).
We now prove that n C, f ≤ 4. This can be obtained from (53) with |A| = 2 and I C = S, so that |A| |I C | = |A| |S| = 4. Case 2: A cut set C ∈ (N ) has no nontrivial strong partition.
Following the discussion in Case 1, it is easy to see that |C| ≥ 2, ∀ C ∈ (N ), because C separates at least one source node from the sink node ρ. To obtain n C, f ≤ 2, we consider the following two subcases:
• if |I C | = 2, i.e., C is a global cut set (e.g., C = {e 8 , e 9 } with I C = {σ 1 , σ 2 }), then n C, f = | f (A 2 )| = 2 (see the discussion below Example 3 and the discussion below (8) in Section II-B); • if |I C | = 1 (e.g., C = {e 1 , e 2 } with I C = {σ 1 }), then n C, f ≤ |A| |I C | = 2 by (53). Remark 1: By means of an evaluation of n C, f specific to the network computation problem (N , f ) in Theorem 6, it can be shown that the upper bounds on n C, f in (52) are in fact tight. Since we do not need this result in the sequel, the details are omitted here.
Consequently, we can obtain from (52) that for each cut set C ∈ (N ), |C| log |A| n C, f ≥ 2.
In particular, for the global cut set C = {e 8 , e 9 }, we have |I C | = 2 and n C, f = 2 (cf. the first bullet in Case 2 above), so that |C|/ log |A| n C, f = 2. Thus, we have proved (51). We remark that the previous upper bounds in (3) and (8) are also equal to 2 for this computation problem (N , f ). Toward proving Theorem 6, it remains to prove that k/n < 2 for any (k, n) network code that can compute f on N , which will be done by contradiction. Assume that the upper bound 2 is achievable. To be specific, for some positive integer n, there exists a rate-2 (2n, n) network code C = {g e i ( x 1 , x 2 ) : 1 ≤ i ≤ 9} that can compute the target function f at the sink node ρ, where x ∈ A 2n stands for 2n symbols in A generated by the source node σ , = 1, 2, and g e i ( x 1 , x 2 ) ∈ A n is the global encoding function of e i that contains at most n symbols in A transmitted on the edge e i , 1 ≤ i ≤ 9. For notational simplicity, we write g e i ( x 1 , x 2 ) as g i ( x 1 , x 2 ) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ 9. We may further simplify g i ( x 1 , x 2 ) to g i when its dependence on x 1 and x 2 is implicitly assumed.
Consider the edge set C = {e 1 , e 4 , e 5 }, which is a global cut set. Since the (2n, n) network code C can compute the target function f , there must exist a decoding function ψ C from A n × A n × A n to A 2n such that ψ C g 1 ( a 1 , a 2 ), g 4 ( a 1 , a 2 ), g 5 ( a 1 , a 2 ) = f ( a 1 , a 2 ) ,
With this observation, we split the the network N into two sub-networks N 1 and N 2 , depicted in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 , respectively. In N 1 , the artificial sink node ρ that takes e 1 , e 4 , and e 5 as input is created; and in N 2 , three artificial source nodes σ 1 , σ 2 , and σ 3 are created, where σ 1 and σ 3 respectively takes e 1 and e 4 as single outgoing edge, and σ 2 takes e 6 and e 7 as two outgoing edges. We note that the network N 2 is the "non-tree structure" network in Fig. 1 frequently used in the paper, which plays a fundamental role in proving that rate 2 is not achievable on (N , f ).
We first consider computing f over N 1 , i.e., the network computation problem (N 1 , f ) depicted in Fig. 5 . Here, N 1 contains two source nodes σ 1 and σ 2 , and one sink node ρ that is required to compute the maximum function of the source messages, i.e., f (x 1 ,
For the (2n, n) network code
on (N , f ), let
and we see that C 1 is a (2n, n) network code induced on (N 1 , f ) .
On the other hand, we consider another network computation problem (N 2 , F), where the network N 2 is depicted in Fig. 6 and the target function F, which is induced by the rate-2 network code C 1 on (N 1 , f ), is given as follows. Let the alphabet of the source messages and the transmitted messages be A n . The source node σ in N 2 generates the source vector in A n , denoted by y , = 1, 2, 3. The target function F is defined as
where ψ C is the decoding function of the network code C 1 (cf. (54)). Note that the target function F is defined upon the network code C 1 , and we will prove later that F is indeed well-defined. With the (2n, n) network code C on (N , f ), let Then C 2 is a (1, 1) network code on (N 2 , F). Here A n corresponds to A and A 2n ) corresponds to O in the definition of a network code in Section II. To be specific, for source inputs ( y 1 , y 2 , y 3 ) generated by σ 1 , σ 2 and σ 3 , respectively, let g 1 = y 1 , g 4 = y 3 , g 6 = θ 6 ( y 2 ), g 7 = θ 7 ( y 2 ) (which is equivalent to letting g 5 = y 2 ), g 8 = θ 8 (g 1 , g 6 ), and g 9 = Fig. 7 . A rate-2 (2, 1) network code {g i : x 12 ) and x 2 = (x 21 , x 22 ) are source vectors generated by σ i , i = 1, 2, respectively.
where θ i denotes the local encoding function of e i for i = 6, 7, 8, 9 in C. The construction of C 2 implies that C(N 2 , F) ≥ 1.
However, we will prove in the rest of the section that for any function F induced by a rate-2 network code on (N 1 , f ) , the rate 1 is not asymptotically achievable on (N 2 , F), i.e., C(N 2 , F) < 1. This immediately leads to a contradiction, which implies that rate 2 is not achievable on N for the function f . (N 1 , f ) In this subsection, we will give some necessary properties that all rate-2 network codes on (N 1 , f ) must satisfy. First, we have C(N 1 , f ) = 2, because Theorem 2 implies C(N 1 , f ) ≤ 2 (for example consider C = {e 1 , e 2 } and n C, f = 2) and Fig. 7 gives a coding scheme achieving the rate 2.
A. The Network Computation Problem
In general, we let C 1 = {g i ( x 1 , x 2 ) : 1 ≤ i ≤ 5} be a (2n, n) network code on N 1 with respect to f , where n is a positive integer. Since K {e 1 } = {σ 1 } (cf. (4)) in N 1 , the global encoding function g 1 ( x 1 , x 2 ) only depends on the source inputs x 1 of σ 1 and hence we write g 1 ( x 1 , x 2 ) as g 1 ( x 1 ), a function from A 2n to A n . In fact, g 1 is the local encoding function θ 1 of the edge e 1 (cf. (1) for the definition), i.e., θ 1 ( x 1 ) = g 1 ( x 1 ). Similarly, we can write g 2 ( x 1 , x 2 ), g 3 ( x 1 , x 2 ), and g 4 ( x 1 , x 2 ) as g 2 ( x 1 ), g 3 ( x 2 ), and g 4 ( x 2 ), respectively. They are also the local encoding functions θ 2 ( x 1 ), θ 3 ( x 2 ), and θ 4 ( x 2 ) corresponding to the edges e 2 , e 3 , and e 4 , respectively. For the edge e 5 , since K {e 5 } = {σ 1 , σ 2 } which means that g 5 ( x 1 , x 2 ) possibly is affected by both x 1 and x 2 , we keep g 5 ( x 1 , x 2 ). Then
where θ 5 is the local encoding function of the edge e 5 . With the above, we rewrite the network code C 1 = {g i ( x 1 , x 2 ) : 1 ≤ i ≤ 5} as
. Then for any two distinct vectors a and b in A 2n ,
In other words, g 1 ( x 1 ), g 2 ( x 1 ) (resp. g 3 ( x 2 ), g 4 ( x 2 ) ), regarded as a function from A 2n to A n × A n , is a bijection. Proof: We first prove by contradiction that (56) holds for any two distinct vectors a and b in A 2n . Assume the contrary that there exist two distinct vectors a and b in A 2n such that
i.e., g 1 ( a) = g 1 ( b) and g 2 ( a) = g 2 ( b).
Let x 2 = 0, the all-zero 2n-vector in A 2n . By g 2 ( a) = g 2 ( b), we obtain g 5 a, 0 = θ 5 g 2 ( a), g 3 
Together with g 1 ( a) = g 1 ( b), we immediately have g 1 ( a), g 4 ( 0), g 5 ( a, 0) = g 1 ( b), g 4 ( 0), g 5 ( b, 0) , i.e., for the distinct source inputs ( a, 0) and ( b, 0), the two corresponding messages transmitted on C = {e 1 , e 4 , e 5 } are the same.
Since the network code C 1 can compute f with zero error and the cut set C is global, we obtain a = f ( a, 0) = ψ C g 1 ( a), g 4 ( 0), g 5 ( a, 0)
where ψ C is the decoding function of C 1 . This contradicts the assumption that a = b.
The same result for (g 3 , g 4 ) (cf. (57)) can be proved by using the same argument. The proof is completed.
We now introduce some notations below that will be used frequently in the paper:
• Denote by g i (A 2n ) the image of A 2n under g i for i = 1, 2, 3, 4, i.e.,
Similarly, denote by g 5 (A 2n , A 2n ) the image of A 2n × A 2n under g 5 , i.e.,
. Then 1) All global encoding functions g i , 1 ≤ i ≤ 5, are surjective, i.e.,
2) For every γ ∈ A n and each i = 1, 2, 3, 4,
In other words, g −1 i ( γ ) : γ ∈ A n forms an equipartition of A 2n . Proof: We first prove g i (A 2n ) = A n for i = 1, 2, 3, 4. Since g 1 ( x 1 ), g 2 ( x 1 ) (resp. g 3 ( x 2 ), g 4 ( x 2 ) ) is a bijection from A 2n to A n × A n by Lemma 7, we obtain
Before proving g 5 (A 2n , A 2n ) = A n , we first prove 2) in Lemma 8 that g −1 i ( γ ) = 2 n , ∀ γ ∈ A n for i = 1, 2, 3, 4. Consider g 1 and assume that there exists γ in A n such that g −1 1 ( γ ) = 2 n . We further assume that g −1 1 ( γ ) > 2 n , which does not lose any generality. This is explained as follows. Since g 1 (A 2n ) = A n by (58), we obtain that g −1 1 ( γ ) = ∅, ∀ γ ∈ A n and so g −1 1 ( γ ) : γ ∈ A n constitutes a partition of A 2n that contains |A n | = 2 n blocks. 6 Hence, if g −1 1 ( γ ) < 2 n , there must exist another γ ∈ A n such that g −1 1 ( γ ) > 2 n because otherwise γ ∈A n |g −1 1 ( γ ) < |A| 2n , a contradiction. Now, since g −1 1 ( γ ) > 2 n and g 2 (A 2n ) = A n = 2 n by (58), there exist two distinct 2n-column vectors a, b ∈ g −1 1 ( γ ) such that
Consider x 2 = 0. By (59), we see that
Together with g 1 ( a) = g 1 ( b) = γ , this immediately implies that for C = {e 1 , e 4 , e 5 }, g C a, 0 = g 1 ( a), g 4 ( 0), g 5 ( a, 0) 6 The definition of a partition requires that every subset of a partition is nonempty and these subsets are called blocks. Since C is global (I C = S) and ψ C is the decoding function of the network code C 1 , we obtain by (61) that
a contradiction to a = b. Thus, we have proved that
By a symmetrical argument, we can prove that
. Now, we proceed to prove that g 5 (A 2n , A 2n ) = A n . For any n-vector γ in A n , we will prove that
which, together with g 5 (A 2n , A 2n ) ⊆ A n implies that
We assume the contrary of (63), or equivalently,
Since we have proved that g −1 1 ( γ ) = 2 n , by (64) there exist two distinct vectors a and b in g −1
By comparing (65) with (60) and applying the argument following (60), we obtain (62), a contradiction to a = b. Hence, we have proved (63). This completes the proof of the lemma.
B. The Network Computation Problem (N 2 , F)
From the first paragraph of the last subsection, we have C(N 1 , f ) = 2. Then, let C 1 = {g i : 1 ≤ i ≤ 5} be an arbitrary rate-2 (2n, n) network code on (N 1 , f ) , where n is a positive integer. Consider the target function F, induced by the network code C 1 as given in (55), which is required to be computed on the network N 2 (see Fig. 8 ).
To show that the target function F is well-defined, we need to show that F( y 1 , y 2 , y 3 ) is defined for every input ( y 1 , y 2 , y 3 ) ∈ (A n ) × (A n ) × (A n ). To see this, we only need to observe that
by Lemma 8 and thus the domain of F is (A n )×(A n )×(A n ).
The following theorem asserts that for any target function F induced by a rate-2 network code C 1 for (N 1 , f ) , it is impossible for (N 2 , F) to achieve the rate 1, i.e., C(N 2 , F) < 1.
Theorem 9: Let F be a target function induced by a rate-2 network code on (N 1 , f = max) as given in (55). Then C(N 2 , F) < 1.
To prove Theorem 9, we first prove Lemma 10 after explicitly characterizing two equivalence relations. Consider a global cut set C = {e 8 , e 9 } in the network N 2 . Denote I C and J C by I and J , respectively for notational simplicity. Then, I = S 2 = {σ 1 , σ 2 , σ 3 }, the set of source nodes in N 2 , and J = ∅ so that a J is an empty vector. Hence, the (I, a J )equivalence relation is given as follows (see Definition 1):
For an (I, a J )-equivalence class, let m be the common value of F( α S 2 ) for all α S 2 in the equivalence class. Then we see that the equivalence class is uniquely identified by m. We claim that ∀ m ∈ A 2n ,
It then follows that the total number of (I, a J )-equivalence classes is |A 2n | = 2 2n . Consider a fixed m ∈ A 2n . Note that f ( 0, m) = max{ 0, m} = m, and it follows from (55) that
This shows that F −1 ( m) = ∅, proving the claim. Next, we consider the partition equivalence relation (see Definition 4) with respect to C. The unique nontrivial (strong) partition of C is C 1 = {e 8 }, C 2 = {e 9 } , denoted by P C , and
For y L = ( y i : σ i ∈ L) = y 2 = γ , an arbitrary vector in (A n ) L = A n , by Definition 4, we say that α and β in (A n )
or equivalently,
where as given in (55), g 1 = y 1 , g 4 = y 3 , and g 5 = y 2 . Similarly, we can define the (I 2 , γ , a J )-equivalence relation. Lemma 10: For every γ ∈ (A n ) L = A n , the total number of (I , γ , a J )-equivalence classes is 2 n , and every vector α in (A n ) I = A n by itself forms an (I , γ , a J )-equivalence class, = 1, 2.
Proof: By symmetry, we only need to prove the lemma for = 1.
Fix γ ∈ A n . We will prove that (A n ) I 1 = A n is partitioned into 2 n (I 1 , γ , a J )-equivalence classes. Equivalently, we will prove that any two distinct vectors α and β in (A n ) I 1 = A n are not (I 1 , γ , a J )-equivalent, i.e.,
Let L be the set of all possible image values under the local encoding function θ 5 , i.e.,
Since g 2 (A 2n ) = g 3 (A 2n ) = A n by Lemma 8, it follows from (68) that
which the last equality follows from Lemma 8. Now, we let
which is a subset of L such that η = g 3 ( 0) ∈ A n with 0 being the all-zero vector in A 2n . In the following, we prove by contradiction that L 1 = L = A n . Assume otherwise. Then there exist two distinct ξ 1 , ξ 2 ∈ A n such that
Now, for any α ∈ A n , we have g 1 = α, g 4 ( 0), θ 5 ξ 1 , g 3 ( 0) = g 1 = α, g 4 ( 0), θ 5 ξ 2 , g 3 ( 0) , and hence
By Lemma 7, we let
Together with (69), we obtain
a contradiction. Thus, we have proved that
Now, by (70), we see that θ 5 ·, g 3 ( 0) is a bijection from A n to A n . Hence, for the fixed γ in A n = L, there exists exactly one ξ in A n such that θ 5 ξ, g 3 ( 0) = γ .
Next, we prove that any two distinct α and β in A n are not (I 1 , γ , a J )-equivalent. By Lemma 7, let
With this, we obtain that
which implies that α and β are not (I 1 , γ , a J )-equivalent. Immediately, we see that every vector α in (A n ) I 1 = A n by itself forms an (I 1 , γ , a J )-equivalence class. The proof is accomplished. Proof of Theorem 9: We proceed to prove that C(N 2 , F) < 1 by applying our improved upper bound in Theorem 2.
Recall the discussion following Theorem 9 and the definition of N a L , Cl[a J ] in (9) . Here, a L corresponds to y 2 and we let y 2 = γ in A n , and each (I, a J )-equivalence class Cl[a J ] can be indexed by one and only one image value m ∈ A 2n under the function F (see the second paragraph before Lemma 10). So we write N a L , Cl[a J ] as N( γ , m) in the paper to simplify notation. By Lemma 10, (9) and (67), for every γ ∈ A n and every image value m ∈ A 2n under the target function F = ψ C , we have N( γ , m) = # ( α, β) ∈ A n × A n :
Similar to N Cl[a J ] (see (10)), we let
Next, we will evaluate the value of N( m). For each m ∈ A 2n , there exists at least one inverse image ( α, β, γ ) ∈ (A n ) × (A n ) × (A n ) of m under F, i.e., F( α, β, γ ) = m (cf. the second paragraph before Lemma 10). This implies
Consider the image value m = 0, the all-zero 2n-vector in A 2n . Clearly, the unique inverse image of 0 under the function f = max is ( x 1 = 0, x 2 = 0). This implies that the inverse image of 0 under the function F = ψ C is also unique and the unique inverse image is g 1 ( x 1 = 0), g 4 ( x 2 = 0), g 5 ( x 1 = 0, x 2 = 0) , or equivalently,
Now, we let γ * = θ 5 g 2 ( 0), g 3 ( 0) . Then, for each γ in A n such that γ = γ * , ψ C g 1 = α, g 4 = β, g 5 = γ = 0, ∀ ( α, β) ∈ A n × A n , (74) and so the set
because it does not contain 0. Hence,
Together with |A n × A n | = 2 2n , there must exist two distinct pairs ( α 1 , β 1 ) and ( α 2 , β 2 ) in A n × A n such that
(cf. (74)). Denote the common value of ψ C in (75) by m . Immediately, we obtain that N( γ , m ) ≥ 2 (cf. (71)), which, together with (72), further implies that
Consequently, by (16)- (19) and
we have
Hence, by combining (76) with (73), it follows from (77) that
From the definition of n C, f in (20), here we obtain n C,F ≥ n C (P C ). It then follows from our improved upper bound in Theorem 2 that
Therefore, the theorem is proved.
In the following example, we use the rate-2 network code for (N 1 , f ) depicted in Fig. 7 to induce a network computation problem (N 2 , F), and then illustrate that the computing capacity C(N 2 , F) is strictly smaller than 1.
Example 6: Consider the (2, 1) network code depicted in Fig. 7 . According to (55), the target function F (= ψ C ) induced by the network code is given as follows:
F : {0, 1} 3 −→ {0, 1} 2 (y 1 , y 2 , y 3 ) −→ max{y 1 , y 3 } y 2 .
Clearly, we see that g 1 (A 2 ) = g 5 (A 2 , A 2 ) = g 4 (A 2 ) = A, namely, the domain of F is A × A × A. Hence, F is welldefined. which implies that C(N 2 , F) ≤ | C| log |A n | n C,F = 2 log 2 8 = 2 3 < 1.
Remark 2:
For the original network computation problem (N , f = max), we give a coding scheme (see Fig. 9 ) achieving the computing rate 3/2. Together with Theorem 6, we obtain that for any (k, n) network code that can compute max over N , the achievable rate k/n satisfies 3 2 ≤ k n < 2. Remark 3: By symmetry, we have C(N, max) = C(N, min), where min is the binary minimum function. So, for any (k, n) network code computing min over N , 3/2 ≤ k/n < 2. Note that the function min is in fact equivalent to the multiplication over F 2 , i.e., f (x 1 , x 2 ) = x 1 · x 2 . On the other hand, we note that if f is the summation over F 2 , i.e., f (x 1 , x 2 ) = x 1 + x 2 , C(N , f ) can be determined [33] . Therefore, for the function computation over a network, there is an intrinsic difference between addition and multiplication.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proved a new upper bound on the computing capacity in network function computation which can be applied to arbitrary target functions and arbitrary network topologies. Our bound not only is a strict improvement over the previous ones, but also is the first tight upper bound on the computing capacity for computing an arithmetic sum over a certain "non-tree" network. Previously, only upper bounds for general target functions and network topologies that are tight only for tree networks have been reported.
On the other hand, we have shown that our improved upper bound is in general not achievable. Specifically, the bound is not achievable for computing the binary maximum function over the reverse butterfly network. However, whether the bound is in general asymptotically achievable remains open.
APPENDIX I PROOF OF LEMMA 4
Without loss of generality, it suffices to prove the lemma for = 1 only. Consider two source inputs b I 1 and b I 1 in A k×I 1 that are not (I 1 , a L , a J )-equivalent. Then there exist c I j ∈ A k×I j for j = 2, 3, · · · , m such that 
Next, let D = σ ∈(S\I ) E o (σ ), an edge subset of E. Then C = C ∪ D is a global cut set, i.e., I C = S. Since g E i (ρ) ( x S ) is a function of g C ( x S ) and the network code can compute f , (78) implies that
Equivalently, d) .
By comparing the left hand side and the right hand side above, we immediately obtain g C ( b I , a J ) = g C ( b I , a J ), i.e., g C 1 ( b I 1 , a L , a J ), g C j ( c I j , a L , a J ), j = 2, 3, · · · , m = g C 1 ( b I 1 , a L , a J ), g C j ( c I j , a L , a J ), j = 2, 3, · · · , m , which implies g C 1 ( b I 1 , a L , a J ) = g C 1 ( b I 1 , a L , a J ). The lemma is proved.
APPENDIX II PROOF OF LEMMA 5
Let b I and b I be arbitrarily two source matrices in cl (k) I for = 1, 2, · · · , m. Throughout this proof, we write x I ∼ y I for x I , y I ∈ A k×I if x I and y I are (I, a J )-equivalent.
Next, we will prove that for 1 ≤ ≤ m,
by induction on . In particular, when = m, we have
This proves the lemma. First, since b I 1 and b I 1 are (I 1 , a L , a J )-equivalent, by Definition 4, we have
Assume that ( b I 1 , b I 2 , · · · , b I m , a L ) ∼ ( b I 1 , · · · , b I , b I +1 , · · · , b I m , a L ) (79) for some 1 ≤ < m. We now prove that
Since b I +1 and b I +1 are (I +1 , a L , a J )-equivalent, we see that
Together with the assumption (79) and the transitivity of the (I, a J )-equivalence relation "∼", we have proved (80) and hence accomplished the proof. APPENDIX III PROOFS OF (38) AND (39) let ( b I 1 , b I 2 , · · · , b I m ) and ( b I 1 , b I 2 , · · · , b I m ) be the corresponding vectors that have been chosen. Then by Lemma 4, we have g C ( b I , a L , a J ), = 1, 2, · · · , m = g C ( b I , a L , a J ), = 1, 2, · · · , m , which implies (39) .
APPENDIX IV PROOF OF (53)
Let C be a cut set in (N ) and P C = {C 1 , C 2 , · · · , C m }, m ≥ 1, be an arbitrary strong partition of C. 
